Apr 24, 2012 - Gridlogics launches web based patent research platform PatSeer
Worlds first independent cross-functional collaboration and research delivery platform promotes
patent data sharing and helps companies avoid getting tied into proprietary platforms
Gridlogics, a global leader in patent analytic solutions, announced today the launch of PatSeer™ - a Web
2.0 patent research platform that is poised to change how patent professionals collaborate on patent
projects with internal and external stakeholders. Being an independent platform, companies can now
manage patent projects across multiple teams and service providers without being locked into any one
source.
PatSeer includes a global patent database comprising 60 million plus records along with many calculated
fields for superior research. It has multiple patent industry firsts, such, as capability to share the
platform itself instead of sharing a folder of records, capability to setup and securely share multiple
dashboards highlighting different facets of a project and a unique pay-per-project model that drastically
reduces project collaboration and content sharing costs. With an extremely intuitive interface, large
teams can begin collaborating on PatSeer almost instantly.
“Today’s patent projects involve geographically dispersed R&D teams, multiple counsels, openinnovation partners and external service providers. The challenge is no longer restricted to data, and is
more about how to communicate it, manage collaboration, access rights, project workflows and
metadata.” said Manish Sinha, Chief Technology Officer, Gridlogics. “Patent professionals have grown
from being search providers to being intelligence partners and so they require a platform that enables
continuous engagement, secure collaboration and flexible on-the-fly analysis.”
With powerful features such as command line search, multi-level categories, unlimited custom fields,
highly configurable access rights and multi-dashboard provisioning, projects in PatSeer have been
designed to meet the needs of most demanding users from day one.
For more information please visit http://patseer.com.
About Gridlogics
Gridlogics is a global patent solutions provider whose flagship product Patent iNSIGHT Pro is in use by
more than 400 users across corporations, law firms, service providers and even technology startups.
Patent iNSIGHT Pro is a fully-featured patent analytics solution that includes powerful tools to import,
clean and slice-dice patent data and finally generates charts and visuals as per user needs. Gridlogics
combines technology leadership with deep patent industry expertise to come up with products that
ease day-to-day challenges faced by patent professionals.
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